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REGULAR ISOTOPY CLASSES OF LINK DIAGRAMS FROM
THOMPSON’S GROUPS
RUSHIL RAGHAVAN AND DENNIS SWEENEY
Abstract. In 2014, Vaughan Jones developed a method to produce links from
elements of Thompson’s group F , and showed that all links arise this way. He
also introduced a subgroup ~F of F and a method to produce oriented links
from elements of this subgroup. In 2018, Valeriano Aiello showed that all
oriented links arise from this construction. We classify exactly those regular
isotopy classes of links that arise from F , as well as exactly those regular
isotopy classes of oriented links that arise from ~F , answering a question asked
by Jones in 2018.
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1. Introduction
In [3], while developing a method to construct unitary representations of Thomp-
son’s group F , Jones introduced a construction of knots and links from F as a
byproduct of certain unitary representations of F . He then showed, in analogy
with Alexander’s Theorem for producing links from braids, that any link diagram
is equivalent to the link diagram given by an element of F . He also introduced a
subgroup ~F of F called the oriented Thompson group and a construction of oriented
links from elements of ~F . Later, Aiello [1] proved that an anologue to Alexander’s
Theorem holds for ~F as well, showing that every oriented link diagram is equiva-
lent to some link diagram arising from ~F . Jones asked in [4, Section 7, Question
3] whether all regular isotopy classes of link diagrams arise from elements of F .
We answer this question in the negative, and classify exactly which regular isotopy
classes of link diagrams arise from elements of F . Moreover, we classify exactly
which regular isotopy classes of oriented links arise from elements of ~F .
2. Preliminary Definitions
Definition 2.1. Link diagrams D1 and D2 are said to be equivalent if they give
the same link, or equivalently (from [5]) if they are reachable from each other in
finitely many Reidemeister moves. In this case, we will write D1 ∼
123
D2.
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Definition 2.2. Link diagrams D1 and D2 are said to be regular-isotopic if they are
reachable from each other in finitely many second and third Reidemeister moves,
forbidding the first Reidemeister move. In this case, we will write D1 ∼
23
D2.
Definition 2.3. The Whitney index Ω(K) of an oriented knot diagram K will
refer to the total curvature of an immersed plane curve (also called the turning
number—the winding number of the derivative vector around the origin), which
by the result of [6] may be computed for a knot diagram as follows: we choose
a base point b on an arc of K that is adjacent to the unbounded component of
the complement of K. Then we traverse K in the assigned direction starting at b,
labeling the first and second directions through which a crossing is traversed with
a 1 and a 2 respectively. Then we can compute the Whitney index as:
Ω(K) = eb +

Number of
1 2
−

Number of
2 1
 ,
where eb depends on the orientation of K at b: if the traversal at b has the un-
bounded component to its right, eb = +1; otherwise, eb = −1. Note that the
Whitney index does not depend on the assignment of an over-strand and under-
strand at each crossing. When computing the Whitney index of one component C
of a link diagram, only the crossings of C with itself are counted; crossings between
components are ignored.
Definition 2.4. The writhe w(K) of a knot diagram K will refer to the sum of
the signs of the crossings in K, assigned as follows:
+1 −1
Again, when computing the writhe of one component C of a link diagram, the
sum is only taken over crossings of C with itself; crossings between components are
ignored.
Lemma 2.5 (From [2]). A pair {D1, D2} of oriented link diagrams has D1 ∼
23
D2
if and only if both of the following hold:
(1) D1 ∼
123
D2
(2) For each component C1 of D1 and the corresponding component C2 of D2,
we have Ω(C1) = Ω(C2) and w(C1) = w(C2).
Above, “corresponding component” refers to the correspondence between the com-
ponents of D1 and D2 defined by the Reidemeister moves implicit in (1).
3. A classification of the regular isotopy classes in L(F )
Definition 3.1. Let L be the mapping defined in [3] from Thompson’s group F
to the set of unoriented link diagrams. In this mapping, a reduced pair-of-trees
representation of an element of F is transformed into a link diagram by adding arcs
connecting corresponding (in order, left-to-right) carets, then designating that each
caret is a crossing where the strand connecting its left and right children passes
over the strand that connects the caret’s parent and the corresponding caret in the
opposite half-plane. Finally, a closure strand is added that connects the roots of
the two trees around the left side of the diagram. For example, see Figure 1.
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L7−→ .
Figure 1. An example of the mapping L.
Lemma 3.2 (Theorem 3.0.1 in [4]). For any unoriented link diagram D, there
exists g ∈ F such that L(g) ∼
123
D.
Lemma 3.3. For any unoriented link diagram D, there is a g ∈ F such that
L(g) ∼
123
D and such that each component C of L(g) includes some leaf-arc: an arc
that corresponds to some leaf in the tree representation of g.
Proof. Let D be a link diagram, and by Lemma 3.2, let g0 ∈ F satisfy L(g0) ∼
123
D.
It suffices to manipulate g0 to find some g ∈ F such that L(g) ∼
123
L(g0), but such
that each component of L(g) has a leaf-arc.
Suppose L(g0) has m components without leaf-arcs. Assuming m > 1, we show
that there is some g1 with L(g1) ∼
123
L(g0), but with L(g1) having only m − 1
components without leaf-arcs; the rest follows by induction.
Let C be a component of L(g0) with no leaf-arc. Since C must pass between the
upper and lower halves of the diagram and does not do so at a leaf-arc, it must do
so at a caret-connecting arc (the dotted lines in Figure 1). We can therefore let g′
be the result of applying the move described by Figures 2, 3, and 4 to g0, in which
the arc above the top caret of a caret-connecting arc of C is manipulated with
second Reidemeister moves so as to intersect with its leftmost descendent leaf-arc
and obtain a 3 new leaf-arcs. Let B be the component of L(g0) containing that
leftmost descendent. Since this old leaf-arc of B in L(g0) is no longer a leaf-arc
of B in L(g′), we may need to make one more manipulation: applying the same
move to B will leave all other components unaffected, except that C will lose 1
leaf-arc, but this is unimportant because C had already gained 3 leaf-arcs from the
previous move. Thus, we have found g1 ∈ F , which as a result of the described
move potentially iterated twice, makes L(g1) have exactly one more component
with a leaf-arc. 
Definition 3.4. For a link diagram D with components C1, . . . , Cn, we will define
three functions
αD, βD, γD : {C1, . . . , Cn} → Z/2Z.
For each i, let αD(Ci) be the parity of the the number of crossings of D where Ci is
both the under-strand and the over-strand. Let βD(Ci) be the parity of the number
of crossings of D for which Ci is the under-strand, but Cj is the over-strand for
some j 6= i. Let γD = αD + βD, so that for each i, γD(Ci) is the parity of the total
number of crossings in which Ci is the under-strand.
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Figure 2. A manipulation on Thompson’s group elements that
ensures that the link is preserved, but that a particular compo-
nent of the resulting link passes through a leaf-arc of the resulting
diagram
Figure 3. A link diagram where one component (drawn in red)
has no leaf-arc
Proposition 3.5. If some component C of a link diagram has α(C) = 0, then
w(C) is even and Ω(C) is odd. If α(C) = 1, then w(C) is odd and Ω(C) is even.
See definitions 2.3 and 2.4.
Proposition 3.6. γD and αD are regular-isotopy invariants, and βD is invariant
under all three Reidemeister moves.
Definition 3.7. Call a link diagram D compliant if γD is identically zero, or
equivalently, if αD = βD. See Figure 5 for an example and a non-example.
Theorem 3.8. A link diagram D is compliant if and only if there is some element
g ∈ F for which L(g) ∼
23
D.
Proof. First suppose that D is a link diagram with some L(g) ∼
23
D. Since γD
is regular-isotopy invariant, to show that D is compliant, it suffices to show that
L(g) is compliant. Let C be a component of L(g). By the construction for L, each
4
Figure 4. A link diagram regular-isotopic to Figure 3 but with
the red component having a leaf-arc
(a) A non-compliant Hopf link
(b) A compliant Hopf link
Figure 5. Two diagrams of the Hopf link that are not regular-isotopic.
crossing in the top half-plane that has C as the under-strand corresponds bijectively
to a crossing in the bottom half-plane that has C as its under-strand. It follows
that there are an even number of such crossings, so γD(C) = 0. This holds for each
component C, so L(g) is compliant.
Now suppose that D is a compliant link diagram. By Lemma 3.3, there is
some g ∈ F with L(g) ∼
123
D, and with each component of L(g) having a leaf-arc.
Introduce an orientation on each component of D, and by the equivalence of the
link diagrams, introduce the corresponding orientations on the components of L(g).
By Lemma 2.5, it suffices to manipulate g (replacing it with some other g′ ∈ F )
so that for each component C of D, the corresponding component C ′ of L(g) has
Ω(C) = Ω(C ′) and w(C) = w(C ′), while retaining L(g) ∼
123
D. We accomplish this
by adjusting Ω and w for each component individually.
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Ω: ↓2←−−−− Ω: ↑2−−−−→
w : ↓2←−−−− w : ↑2−−−−→
Figure 6. Replacing a leaf-arc with one of the four depicted dia-
grams results in either the writhe w or the index Ω of the compo-
nent containing that leaf-arc increasing or decreasing by 2. Each
move preserves the link. If the leaf-arc is directed down rather
than up then the moves have the inverse effects.
Let C be a component of D and let C ′ be the corresponding component of L(g).
Since D and L(g) are equivalent, and each is compliant, we have
αD(C) = βD(C) = βL(g)(C
′) = αL(g)(C ′).
By Proposition 3.5, it follows that w(C ′)−w(C) and Ω(C ′)−Ω(C) are even. Thus,
it suffices to repeatedly add ±2 to w(C ′) and Ω(C ′) until they match w(C) and
Ω(C). This adjustment can be accomplished by replacing a leaf-arc of L(g) with
any of the diagrams in Figure 6, as necessary. 
Remark 3.9. One can show that if a link is produced by an element of the ternary
Thompson’s group F3 (see [4]), then each component contains the overstrand of an
even number of crossings. Thus, the regular isotopy classes of links given by F3
admit a similar classification to the statement of Theorem 3.8.
4. A classification of the regular isotopy classes in ~L(~F )
Definition 4.1. The oriented Thompson group ~F < F is the subgroup of elements
g ∈ F for which checkerboard-shading L(g) of gives a Seifert surface, i.e. the graph
of shaded faces connected across vertices is bipartite. See [3, Definition 5.2.0.7.].
Definition 4.2. Let ~L be the mapping defined in [3] from the oriented Thompson’s
group ~F to the set of oriented link diagrams. For example, see Figure 7. For any
6
~L7−→
Figure 7. An example of the mapping from ~F to oriented links
g ∈ ~F , ~L(g) is the same link diagram as L(g) in Definition 3.1, but with a canonical
orientation assigned to the strands. The faces marked with blue (including the
region enclosed by the closure strand) should be surrounded by arcs directed coun-
terclockwise around that face, and the green faces should have clockwise-directed
arcs. Since the graph of colored faces connected at crossings is bipartite, this in-
troduces a consistent orientation on the components of the link.
Lemma 4.3 (From [1]). Given an oriented link diagram D, there is an element
g ∈ ~F such that ~L(g) ∼
123
D.
Lemma 4.4. For any oriented link diagram D, there is some g ∈ ~F such that
~L(g) ∼
123
D and such that each component of ~L(g) has some leaf-arc.
Proof. The proof is identical to that of Lemma 3.3 for the unoriented case, except
a more complicated move is needed to maintaining the orientedness of the diagram
while ensuring that a component has a leaf-arc. This move is realized by Figure 8.

Remark 4.5. In the theorem below, we show that the condition required for a
regular isotopy class of links to be represented by ~F is strictly stronger than the
condition for F . The proof follows the structure of Theorem 3.8, but we will work
in Z rather than Z/2Z.
Definition 4.6. For an oriented link diagram D with components C1, . . . , Cn, we
will define three functions
wD, cwD, uD : {C1, . . . , Cn} → Z.
For each i, let wD(Ci) = w(Ci) be the sum of the signs of the crossings of D where
Ci is both the under-strand and the over-strand. Let cwD(Ci) be the sum of the
signs of the crossings of D for which Ci is the under-strand but Cj is the over-strand
for some j 6= i. Let uD = wD + cwD, so that for each i, uD(Ci) is the sum of the
signs of all crossings where the under-strand is Ci.
Proposition 4.7. For any component C of a link diagram D, wD(C) has the
opposite parity of Ω(C). See definitions 2.3 and 2.4.
7
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Figure 8. A transformation on link diagrams from ~F that pre-
serves the link, but ensures that the red component goes through
a leaf-arc. This move is similar to to the move shown in Figures
2, 3, and 4, but this move is more complicated so as to preserve
orientedness.
Proposition 4.8. wD and ud are regular-isotopy-invariant, and cw(D) is invariant
under all three Reidemeister moves.
Definition 4.9. Call an oriented link diagram D oriented-compliant if uD is iden-
tically zero, or equivalently, if wD = −cwD. See Figure 9 for an example and
non-example.
Remark 4.10. Oriented-compliance is closely related to the linking matrix, the
symmetric matrix of linking numbers. If we double all entries of the linking matrix
of some diagram D and then replace the diagonal entries with the writhes of the
components of D, then the oriented-compliance of D is equivalent to each row of
the resulting symmetric matrix summing to zero.
Theorem 4.11. An oriented link diagram D is oriented-compliant if and only if
there is some g ∈ ~F such that ~L(g) ∼
23
D.
Proof. First suppose that D is an oriented link diagram with some g ∈ ~F such
that ~L(g) ∼
23
D. Since uD is regular-isotopy invariant, to show that D is oriented-
compliant, it suffices to show that ~L(g) is oriented-compliant. Let C be a com-
ponent of ~L(g). By the construction for ~L, each crossing in the top half-plane
bijectively corresponds to a crossing in the bottom half-plane, and since the shaded
face between these two crossings is consistently oriented either clockwise or coun-
terclockwise, the two crossings have opposite signs. It follows that uD(C) vanishes.
This holds for each component C, so D is oriented-compliant.
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Figure 9. Shown are two diagrams of the Hopf link that are not
regular-isotopic. The left diagram is compliant but not oriented-
compliant, while the right diagram is both compliant and oriented-
compliant.
Now suppose that D is an oriented-compliant oriented link diagram. By Lemma
4.4, there is some g ∈ ~F with ~L(g) ∼
123
D and with each component of ~L(g) having
a leaf-arc. By Lemma 2.5, it suffices to manipulate g (replacing it by some other
g′ ∈ ~F ) so that for each component C of D and corresponding component C ′ of
~L(g), we have Ω(C) = Ω(C ′) and w(C) = w(C ′), while maintaining ~L(g) ∼
123
D.
Let C be a component of D and let C ′ be the corresponding component of
L(g). Since cw is invariant under all Reidemeister moves and since D and ~L(g) are
oriented-compliant, we already have
w(C) = wD(C) = −cwD(C) = −cw~L(g)(C ′) = w~L(g)(C ′) = w(C ′),
so we only need to correct the Whitney indexes of ~L(g) to match those of D. By
Proposition 4.7, Ω(C ′) ≡ w(C ′) + 1 = w(C) + 1 ≡ Ω(C) (mod 2). It thus suffices
to adjust the Whitney index of C ′ by ±2 at a time. This can be achieved by using
one of the moves shown in Figure 10, in which one of the leaf-arcs of C ′ is replaced
by a different diagram. This move preserves orientedness, so we can freely adjust
the Whitney index of C ′ by multiples of 2 until Ω(C ′) = Ω(C).
After repeating this process of adjusting Ω for each component C of L(g), we
have that D and L(g) satisfy the suppositions of Lemma 2.5, so D ∼
23
L(g). 
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Ω: ↓2−−−−→
Ω: ↑2−−−−→
Figure 10. These two diagrams can be inserted at any leaf-arc of
an existing diagram from ~F to get another oriented diagram with
the index Ω changed by ±2. If the leaf-arc is directed down instead
of up, these same moves apply, but they have the inverse effects.
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